We email in response to your invitation for comments reference the above proposal for gas storage in our small area.

We now have fracking on our doorstep which has already caused two earth tremors as you will know. We object most strongly to yet further dangerous activity in our small village area. We consider the Halite proposals a danger to us, our families and our countryside location and believe it is now even more particularly unnecessary given the fracking.

In the event of a major incident (as in USA), we do not have the necessary infrastructure for large scale evacuation, and chaos would ensue resulting in mayhem for Over Wyre residents. There is only one direct main route leading to the small country back lanes that lead to the proposed Halite site. At the time of local meetings with Halite, there were no emergency plans and procedures in place covering all possible eventualities. Shocking.

Thank you for this opportunity to contact you and we hope our views (Stalmine with Staynall Residents' Association) will be taken into consideration and hope for a final NO answer to Halite.

Pauline Andrews
Secretary
Stalmine with Staynall Residents' Association
legal purposes.
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